
DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN PARTY REVIVED AS 

VIABLE SOLUTION FOR ALL AMERICANS 

Revived after 195 Years to go to Battle against the DNC and GOP 

Ely, MN, 02/02/2020 – After 195 years, the Democratic-Republican Party has finally been re-

established for the purpose of “saving” The Republic of the United States of America from the 

imminent danger by those currently at the helm. 

The purpose of the Dem-Rep Party is to create a strong third party with seats in the United 

States Congress to ensure that neither of the two ruling parties ever gets a 50% majority in 

either the Senate or House of Representatives.  America needs a party to help quench 

destructive partisan activities and re-focus the US Congress towards what is best for all 

Americans.  A primary part of the "Dem-Rep" platform is to utilize Article V of The Constitution of 

the United States to reconvene the Convention of States after 233 years to fix the numerous 

issues facing America by Amendment forced by the States, bypassing the US Congress.  A 

short list of the goals of a Convention of States that will be managed by the representatives of 

all 50 State legislatures are as follows: 

• Balanced budget and debt limit caps 
• Setting reasonable term limits 
• Presidential line-item veto (stop pork-barrel spending) 
• Immigration repair 
• Bring voting into the 21st century 
• Give more control back to each State in the Union 
• Resolve numerous unfunded liabilities that is approaching exceeding $130 trillion 
• and plenty of more amendments to consider… 

America has witnessed how the current two-party system since 1857 has negatively impacted 

America.  The great divide that has resulted can be repaired by establishing a strong third party 

to refocus the US Congress on the issues that are most important to America.  It is time!  Please 

join the Dem-Rep’s in our efforts to intervene.  Read the letter to the President and Speaker in 

our website.  Help by donating today to build the war chest at https://Dem-Rep.com 

The Democratic-Republican Party’s goal is to elect members to Federal office and recommend 

intelligent amendments to The Constitution of the United States that protect the rights of each 

State and the individuals within each State, for the betterment of the United States of America, 

while incorporating exceptional honesty, restoring trust and rebuilding the integrity of the US 

Congress. 
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